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CITY OF RHINELANDER 

GOLF COURSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
MEETING MINUTES 

August 3, 2010 – 2:00 P.M. – 3:25 P.M. 
Northwood Golf Course 

 
MEMBERS PRESENT:   Sonny Paszak, Tom Kelly, Alex Young (arrived at 

2:13 pm) and Dick Butterfield, Don Torbenson  
  
OTHERS PRESENT: Mayor Richard Johns, Golf Course Superintendent, 

Joe Andersen, Golf Pro, Dan Buckley, Mulligan’s 
Restaurant, David O’Melia, City Administrator, Bill Bell 
(arrived at 2:02 pm) Kevin Boneske (arrived at 2:07 
pm) 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Chairman Paszak called the meeting to order at 2:00 p.m. The media was 
notified, the agenda was posted, and a quorum was present to do business. 
 
APPROVAL OF PAST MEETING MINUTES  
 
PASZAK/KELLY MOTION TO APPROVE JULY 6, 2010 MINUTES WITH 
CORRECTION SUGGESTED BY KELLY.  ALL AYES; MOTION CARRIED. 
 
DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITY REPORT 
 

A.  Mulligan’s Restaurant Operational Report – O’Melia reports last month 
wasn’t good, down $5,000 in sales.  If we lose a league we lose $1,000 in 
sales.  The software on his computer is ready to crash.  Has serious 
issues with it printing an incorrect food amount to the kitchen.  Buckley 
says his is ok.  O’Melia said his is just old and he also can’t get on the 
internet upstairs.  He is unsure if it is secure or not.  O’Melia will call 
Frontier and see what he can do to get it working.   
 
O’Melia said he didn’t need an executive session anymore.  He was 
concerned over his health and if anything were to happen, he wanted Mike 
Schulz to be able to take over the restaurant.  Mike Schultz owns and is 
still an investor in Mulligan’s Restaurant.  O’Melia suggested maybe next 
year to have a clause in the contract that if something happens, Mike 
takes over O’Melia’s interest.  They are down 500 customers year to date.   
 

B. Pro Shop Operational Report – Buckley reports going into July they were 
up $15,000.  However they came out exactly the same as a year ago.  He 
figures they lost about $16,000 in July.  Similar numbers of drop as the 
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Restaurant.  Most of the month was rained out.  Golf course was good in 
good condition and they raised a lot of money this last weekend.  
 
Paszak commented, the course is great, meals are great and Buckley is 
doing a great job.  Discussion about how the economy is tough on all 
businesses right now.  Buckley stated that they are compiling a list of 
special projects that have been completed.  People don’t realize how 
much is done, such as front entry signs, the putting green, a pond on one, 
cart path reconstruction, rebuilding some tees, clubhouse decking, landing 
area improvements that had storm damage and so much more.  Money 
from the tournament that was held last Saturday is used for these 
improvements.   

 
C. Grounds/Facility Report – Andersen reports the window issue is aesthetic 

and Paszak asked for a quote to include in the 2011 budget.  Torbenson 
thinks it’s very important and it should have been done before season and 
he would like to see the money spent to fix the issue.  Andersen said they 
were fine when they opened this Spring and they fogged up since.  The 
windows will be tabled for the next meeting. 
 
In the past month he’s had a bad physical time with the course, weather 
has taken its toll.  Lightening damage to irrigation system was very time 
consuming and took two weeks to figure out the automation.  Going from 
heat and humidity, dry to wet, added disease pressure on the course, stuff 
we have never seen out here.  Andersen said we don’t spray other than 
preventable stuff.  Will need some direction from the committee, do we 
spray again?  Its $4,000 each time, if we don’t spray it will go into fall and 
hopefully recover by next year, we won’t be looking good, at least the 
fairways.  If it cools off and humidity goes down we’ll be fine.  Wants to 
know what the committee would like to direct him to do.  Torbenson thinks 
we need to spend money to keep the course going.  Members were 
encouraged to take a cart and look at the fungus by the tees, looks like its 
burning but it’s not, its disease.  Andersen has some serious concerns 
about the greens.  Start with a draught the turf gets stressed and then you 
go into rain and humidity it makes it worse, we can take care of it, but its 
$4,000 and normally it is done once a year but we need additional 
treatments.   
 
TORBENSON/KELLY MOTIONS TO MAKE NECESSARY APPLICATION 
TO SAVE THE GREENS FROM DISEASE.  Andersen said they will be 
staining the outside of the building and chinking this fall which was 
budgeted for this year.   
 

UNFINISHED BUSINESS   
 

A.  None  
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NEW BUSINESS  
 

A. Executive Session pursuant to Section 19.85(1)(e), Wis Stats. for the 
purposes of discussion/approval of Addendum to Mulligan’s Restaurant 
2010 Contract – David O’Melia addressed this during his Departmental 
Activity Report and stated he did not need an Executive Session. 

 
B.  Discuss Consolidation of Park & Building & Grounds position – Bell 

explained that this will require changes and a learning experience for 
everyone involved.  Andersen explained that he does everything from 
supervision to weed whacking.  Bell stated there are several proposals 
and it depends which is chosen.   Bell gave a description of the possible 
changes by the consolidation.  Discussion among members regarding if 
there would be a combination of committees.  There was also discussion 
about how to utilize the facility in winter?  Kelly mentioned that dinner 
clubs struggle as it is.   

 
C. Discuss/Approve Window Replacements – Tabled for next month 

 
D.  Discuss/Approve Weekday Discount Golf Rates for August 2010 - Dan is 

looking at Sunday – Thursday creating a different price structure.  Looking 
at changing from $62 to 58$ that will carry thru to September 1 then from 
$58 to $48.  Then down to $39 and a $5 lunch included.    If you play 
between 11-2, didn’t have a tee time open but the middle of the day is 
wide open.  Morning and after work are full but midday is open, wants to 
increase traffic during those time periods.  Punch card is play 10 rounds 
get 2 free.  Cart & green fee is $45, can’t find it for less than anywhere 
else.   
 
KELLY/YOUNG MOTION TO APPROVE DISCOUNT GOLF RATES 
BEGINNING IN AUGUST FOR SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY FOR 
CART AND GREENS FEES FROM 11 – 2 GIVE OR TAKE A HALF 
HOUR GOING FROM REGULAR RATES TO PROMOTIONAL RATES. 
 

E.  Discuss/Approve Offering 2011 Memberships Starting September 1, 
2010, with the Incentive of playing the remainder of the 2010 Season at 
No Charge - Buy membership now you can play Sept 1 till end of season 
for free.  Employee memberships were a good thing and their view of the 
golf course isn’t bitter anymore.  The employees must pay tax so nothing 
is completely free.  Positive impact with employees bringing paying guests 
and they were buying in the pro shop, renting carts and eating in the 
restaurant.  Cooperation was incredible.  Torbenson would like to continue 
to have it documented as a promotion.  Not as much of a perk as a 
promotion because the employees bring a lot of guests.  Corporate 
packages added memberships too.  Andersen said we rely on our local 
players and public perception is important.  Employees do have restricted 
times for play and there are employees who have purchased full 
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memberships.  YOUNG/BUTTERFIELD MOTION FOR MEMBERS WHO 
PURCHASE THE 2011 MEMBERSHIP AT 2010 RATES ON OR AFTER 
SEPTEMBER 1, 2010 WILL BE ABLE TO PLAY THE REMAINDER OF 
THIS YEAR FOR FREE. 
 

 
MATTERS OF EMERGENCY/INFORMATIONAL NATURE   
 
In the past, if someone was unable to play due to a major illness or injury a 
decision to credit them for the next year was made by the City Administrator and 
Committee Chairperson.  Bell wanted to inform the committee that a Junior 
Member would be receiving a full credit towards next year’s membership. 
 
CONSIDERATION OF BILLS & CLAIMS  
 
TORBENSON/KELLY MOTION TO APPROVE BILLS AND CLAIMS IN THE 
AMOUNTS OF $3,508.56 FOR THE CLUBHOUSE AND $23,192.60 FOR THE 
GOLF COURSE.  ALL AYES; MOTION CARRIED. 
 
FUTURE AGENDA REQUESTS AND MEETING DATE 
 
2011 Rates – Dan will create a proposal for next meeting 
Window Replacements – Tabled from meeting 
Next meeting is scheduled for September 7, 2010 at 2:00 p.m. at Northwood Golf 
Course.     
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
BUTTERFIELD/PASZAK MOTION TO ADJOURN THE MAY 4, 2010 GOLF 
COURSE COMMISSION MEETING AT 3:25 P.M.  ALL AYE; MOTION 
CARRIED. 
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